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Abstract
While the classification of α1 corrections of string inspired effective theories remains
an unsolved problem, we show how to classify duality invariant α1 corrections for
purely time-dependent (cosmological) backgrounds. We determine the most gen-
eral duality invariant theory to all orders in α1 for the metric, b-field, and dilaton.
The resulting Friedmann equations are studied when the spatial metric is a time-
dependent scale factor times the Euclidean metric and the b-field vanishes. These
equations can be integrated perturbatively to any order in α1. We construct non-
perturbative solutions and display duality invariant theories featuring string-frame
de Sitter vacua.
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1 Introduction
String theory is arguably the most promising candidate for a theory of quantum gravity. As
a theory of gravity, the prospect for a confrontation between string theory and observation
seems to be particularly promising in the realm of cosmology, where the effects of fundamental
physics at very small scales may be amplified to very large scales. Since the early days of string
theory there have been intriguing ideas of how its unique characteristics could play a role in
cosmological scenarios [1–3], ideas that have been revisited and extended recently [4–7]. Two
such features of classical string theory will be central for the present paper: (i) the existence of
dualities that for cosmological backgrounds send the scale factor aptq of the universe to 1{aptq,
in sharp contrast to Einstein gravity, and (ii) the presence of infinitely many higher-derivative
α1-corrections.
It is a natural idea that the higher-order corrections of string theory play a role, for instance,
in resolving the big-bang singularity. The first step is the inclusion of the α1 corrections of
classical string theory. Such corrections have been computed to the first few orders in the
1980’s [8–10], but a complete computation or classification of these corrections is presently out
of reach. In recent years duality-covariant formulations of the string spacetime theories (double
1
field theory [11–14]) have been used to make progress in describing α1 corrections, see [15–21].
These developments hint at a completely novel kind of geometry where the diffeomorphism
invariance of general relativity is replaced by a suitably generalized notion of diffeomorphisms,
which in turn partly determines the α1 corrections. These ideas play a key role in the ‘chiral’
string theory of [15], which is the only known gravitational field theory that is exactly duality
invariant and has infinitely many α1 corrections. This program, however, has not yet been
developed to the point that it can deal with the set of all α1 corrections for bosonic or heterotic
string theory. (See, however, the recent proposal for heterotic string theory [22].)
This state of affairs is unsatisfactory since the inclusion of a finite number of higher-
derivative α1 corrections is generally insufficient. Gravitational theories with a finite number
of higher derivatives typically display various pathologies that are an artifact of the truncation
and not present in the full string theory [23]. In this paper we will bypass these difficulties by
classifying the higher-derivative corrections relevant for cosmology to all orders in α1. Rather
than finding the complete α1 corrections in general dimensions and then assuming a purely time-
dependent cosmological ansatz, we immediately consider the theory reduced to one dimension
(cosmic time) and determine the complete higher-derivative corrections compatible with dual-
ity. String theories, being duality invariant, must correspond to some particular points in this
theory space. While we do not know which points those are, the full space of duality invariant
theories is interesting in its own right, and may exhibit phenomena that are rather general and
apply to string theory.
Our analysis is based on the result by Veneziano and Meissner [24], extended by Sen [25],
concerning the classical field theory of the metric, b-field and the dilaton arising from D “ d`1
dimensional string theory. This field theory displays an Opd, d,Rq symmetry to all orders in α1
provided the fields do not depend on the d spatial coordinates. This symmetry, henceforth
referred to as ‘duality’, contains the scale-factor duality a Ñ a´1. The work of Meissner [26]
implies that in terms of standard fields the duality transformations receive α1 corrections, but it
was shown that to first-order in α1 there are new field variables in terms of which dualities take
the standard form. We will assume that there are field variables so that duality transformations
remain unchanged to all orders in α1 (this certainly happens in conventional string field theory
variables [27]). With this assumption we are able to classify completely the duality invariant
α1 corrections. This work amounts to an extension and elaboration of the results obtained by
us in [28]. We use the freedom to perform duality-covariant field redefinitions to show that
only first-order time derivatives need to be included and that the dilaton does not appear
nontrivially, thereby arriving at a minimal set of duality invariant higher-derivative terms to
all orders. We prove that at order α1 k the number of independent invariants, and thus the
number of free parameters not determined by Opd, d,Rq, is given by ppk ` 1q ´ ppkq, with ppkq
the number of partitions of the integer k.
Let us briefly summarize the core technical results of the first part of the paper. The
two-derivative spacetime theory for the metric g, the b-field b, and the dilaton φ, restricted to
depend only on time, is described by the one-dimensional action [24]:
I0 “
ż
dt e´Φ
´
´ 9Φ 2 ´ 1
8
tr
`
9S
2
˘ ¯
, (1.1)
where Φ is the Opd, d,Rq invariant dilaton, defined by e´Φ “ ?det g e´2φ, and we introduced
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the Opd, d,Rq valued matrix
S ”
˜
bg´1 g ´ bg´1b
g´1 ´g´1b
¸
, (1.2)
in terms of the spatial components g and b of the metric and b-field. Our classification implies
that the most general duality invariant α1 corrections take the form
I ” I0 `
ż
dt e´Φ
´
α1 c2,0trp 9S4q ` α1 2c3,0trp 9S6q
` α1 3“c4,0tr` 9S8q ` c4,1trp 9S4qtrp 9S4q‰
` α1 4“c5,0tr` 9S10q ` c5,1trp 9S6qtrp 9S4q‰
` α1 5“c6,0tr` 9S12q ` c6,1trp 9S8qtrp 9S4q ` c6,2ptrp 9S6qq2 ` c6,3ptrp 9S4qq3‰
` ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
(1.3)
where only first-order time derivatives of S need to be included. Moreover, there are no terms
involving tr
`
9S2
˘
. The pattern is clear: the general term at order α1 k involves traces with 2k
factors of 9S. Each trace must have an even number of 9S factors, where the even number cannot
be two. The c’s are a priori undetermined coefficients, duality holding for any value they may
take. Except for a few of them, their values for the various string theories are unknown. In
establishing the above result, we made repeated use of field redefinitions iteratively in increasing
orders of α1. The result is striking in that only first derivatives of the fields appear in the
action. All duality invariant terms with more than one time derivative on S can be redefined
away. All terms with one or more derivatives of the dilaton can also be redefined away. The
resulting higher derivative actions are in fact actions with high numbers of fields acted on by
one derivative each. This is a major, somehow unexpected, simplification.
In the second part of this paper we investigate this general α1-complete theory for the
simplest cosmological ansatz, a Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) background
whose spatial metric is given by a time-dependent scale factor times the Euclidean metric and a
vanishing b-field. The resulting Friedmann equations are determined to all orders in α1. While
there is of course still an infinite number of undetermined ck,l parameters in (1.3), we can write
the equations efficiently in terms of a single function F pHq of the Hubble parameter whose
Taylor expansion is determined by these coefficients:
F pHq :“ 4d
8ÿ
k“1
p´α1qk´1 22k´1 ckH2k , (1.4)
where, in terms of (1.3), ck :“ ck,0 ` 2 d ck,1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ . The Friedmann equations then take the
concise form
d
dt
`
e´ΦfpHq˘ “ 0 ,
:Φ` 1
2
HfpHq “ 0 ,
9Φ2 ` gpHq “ 0 ,
(1.5)
where the functions fpHq and gpHq are determined in terms of F pHq as:
fpHq :“ F 1pHq , gpHq :“ HF 1pHq ´ F pHq , (1.6)
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where 1 denotes differentiation with respect to H.
We show that solutions of the lowest-order equations given by Mueller in [29] can be ex-
tended, perturbatively, to arbitrary order in α1. We then turn to the arguably most intriguing
implication of our results: the potential existence of interesting cosmological solutions that are
non-perturbative in α1. We discuss a general non-perturbative initial-value formulation, and
we state conditions on the function F pHq so that the theory permits de Sitter vacua (in string
frame). There are functions satisfying these criteria, and so there are duality invariant theories
with non-perturbative de Sitter vacua, suggesting that string theory may realize de Sitter in
this novel fashion [31]. Note that the Lagrangian for the theory does not include a cosmolog-
ical constant term. We also note that in pure gravity the possibility of generating inflation
through restricted higher-derivative interactions leading to second-order Friedmann equations
has been investigated [32]. Here we do not constrain the number of derivatives in the original
theory. Rather, duality invariance and field redefinitions lead to two-derivative equations in the
cosmological setting.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review the two-derivative theory and
its equations of motion and then tackle the classification problem. We examine carefully the
freedom to perform field redefinitions, including those of the lapse function nptq, which is usually
set to one by a gauge choice. In section 3 we derive the equations of motion of the higher-
derivative action restricted to the single trace terms, and then compute the Noether charges for
the global duality symmetry. Section 4 specializes to the FLRW metric with zero curvature and
derives the Friedmann equations to all orders. As it turns out, this result is valid even when the
action contains the most general multi-trace terms. The solutions in perturbation theory of α1
are determined. In section 5 we consider non-perturbative solutions. We solve the initial-value
problem and show how de Sitter solutions are possible in the space of duality-invariant theories.
We conclude this paper with a discussion of possible further generalizations.
2 Classification of cosmological Opd, dq invariants
Our goal is to classify Opd, dq invariant actions to all order in α1, up to field redefinitions. This
was partially done in [28], whose results will here be completed by allowing for Opd, dq covariant
field redefinitions of the lapse function.
2.1 Review of two-derivative theory
We start with the two-derivative theory for metric gµν , antisymmetric b-field bµν , and the scalar
dilaton φ,
I0 “
ż
dDx
?´g e´2φ
´
R` 4pBφq2 ´ 1
12
H2
¯
, (2.1)
where Hµνρ “ 3Brµbνρs. We then drop the dependence on all spatial coordinates, i.e., we set
Bi “ 0, where xµ “ pt, xiq, i “ 1, . . . , d, and we subject the fields to the ansatz
gµν “
˜
´n2ptq 0
0 gijptq
¸
, bµν “
˜
0 0
0 bijptq
¸
, φ “ φptq . (2.2)
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The resulting one-dimensional two-derivative action then takes the Opd, dq invariant form [24]1
I0 ”
ż
dt n e´ΦL0 “
ż
dt n e´Φ
1
n2
´
´ 9Φ 2 ´ 1
8
tr
`
9S
2
˘ ¯
, (2.3)
where
S ” ηH “
˜
bg´1 g ´ bg´1b
g´1 ´g´1b
¸
, η “
˜
0 1
1 0
¸
. (2.4)
The field S is constrained: it satisfies S2 “ 1. We have also defined the Opd, dq invariant
dilaton Φ via
e´Φ “ adet gij e´2φ . (2.5)
The action is time-reparametrization invariant, with nptq transforming as a density under time
reparameterizations tÑ t´ λptq:
δλn “ Btpλnq . (2.6)
A scalar A under this reparameterization transforms as δλA “ λBtA. The metric, b-field, and the
dilaton Φ are scalars under time reparameterizations. Defining the covariant time derivative D,
D ” 1
nptq
B
Bt , (2.7)
one can quickly show that if A is a scalar, so is DA. The covariant derivative satisfies the usual
integration by parts rule ż
dt nBDA “
ż
dt BtpABq ´
ż
dt n pDBqA . (2.8)
The action I0 above can now be written in a manifestly reparameterization invariant form
I0 “
ż
dt n e´Φ
´
´pDΦq2 ´ 1
8
tr
`pDSq2˘ ¯ . (2.9)
The variation of the dilaton yields the dilaton equation of motion EΦ “ 0,
δΦI0 “
ż
dt n e´Φ δΦEΦ , EΦ ” 2D2Φ´ pDΦq2 ` 18tr
`pDSq2˘ . (2.10)
Let us explain first in general terms how we vary with respect to S to find field equations.
Consider an arbitrary S dependent action I of the form
I “
ż
dt n e´ΦLpSq , (2.11)
where L could also depend on other fields. To vary I one first varies S as if it would be an
unconstrained field with an unconstrained variation, finding an expression of the form:
δSI “
ż
dt n e´Φ tr
`
δS FS
˘
. (2.12)
1This result generalizes to the compactification of the D-dimensional theory on a d-torus to D´d dimensions,
which also exhibits a global Opd, dq symmetry [25,35,36].
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The equation of motion is not the vanishing of FS because δS is a constrained variation: since
S2 “ 1 the variation δS satisfies δS “ ´SδSS. We can write δS in terms of an unconstrained
variation δK as follows:
δS “ 1
2
`
δK ´ SδKS˘ . (2.13)
Note that δK cannot be written in terms of δS, it has extra information that drops out in the
combination shown in the above right-hand side. Substituting δS into the above variation δSI
we now get
δSI “
ż
dt n e´Φ tr
`
δK ESq , ES “ 12
`
FS ´ SFSS
˘
. (2.14)
The equation of motion is indeed ES “ 0, since δK is an unconstrained variation. Note that
any ES defining an equation of motion for S satisfies
ES “ ´S ES S . (2.15)
There is finally an alternative rewriting of δSI that can now be seen to be valid too:
δSI “
ż
dt n e´Φtr
`
δSES
˘
. (2.16)
Using the expression for ES in terms of FS and the constraint δS “ ´SδS S one quickly verifies
that tr
`
δSES
˘ “ tr`δSFS˘ and comparing with (2.12) we conclude that the above right-hand
side is indeed equal to δSI. However, (2.16) is not the operational way to derive ES by variation.
Applying the above discussion for the case of the action I0 we now find by direct variation
δSI0 “
ż
dt n e´Φ tr
`
δSFS
˘
, with FS ” 14
`
D2S ´DΦDS˘ . (2.17)
The equation of motion is now ES “ 0 with ES “ 12
`
FS ´ SFSS
˘
. It is straightforward
to simplify the resulting expression for ES . For this we note from SS “ 1 that S and DS
anti-commute:
SDS “ ´pDSqS . (2.18)
Taking a further derivative of this equation we also find that
SpD2SqS “ ´D2S ´ 2SpDSq2 . (2.19)
It is now a simple matter to show that
ES ” 14
`
D
2
S ` SpDSq2 ´ pDΦqpDSq˘ . (2.20)
The lapse equation of motion follows by varying with respect to n. The variation is written in
the form:
δnI0 “
ż
dt n e´Φ
δn
n
En . (2.21)
This is sensible, because one can readily show that a variation δn transforms as a density and,
as a result, the ratio δn{n transforms as a scalar. The quantity En is then a scalar as well. To
compute this variation it is simplest to write the action I0 in terms of ordinary time derivatives
using (2.3):
I0 “
ż
dt e´Φ
1
n
´
´ 9Φ 2 ´ 1
8
tr
`
9S2
˘ ¯
. (2.22)
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It follows that
δnI0 “
ż
dt n e´Φ
´δn
n
¯´
pDΦq2 ` 1
8
tr
`pDSq2˘ ¯ . (2.23)
Comparing with (2.21) we have therefore found that
En ” pDΦq2 ` 18tr
`pDSq2˘ . (2.24)
2.2 Opd, dq invariant α1 corrections
We will discuss a recursive procedure to write the duality invariant action in a canonical form.
In this we use the two-derivative part of the action to do field redefinitions that allow us to
simplify the higher-derivative parts of the action. The four-derivative part of the action is of
order α1. The terms of order α1k will have 2k ` 2 derivatives. We call Ik the part of the action
of order α1k, and it is a sum of terms,
Ik “
Npkqÿ
p“1
Ik,p , (2.25)
where each term Ik,p is a product of dilaton derivatives and traces of strings of S and its
derivatives, in order to be duality invariant. There are only a finite number of terms Npkq that
can be constructed with the requisite number of derivatives. We have
Ik,p “ α1k ck,p
ż
dt n e´Φ
ź
i
pDjiΦqni
ź
l
tr
´`
Dk
1
l S
˘m1
l ¨ ¨ ¨ `Dkqll S˘mqll ¯ , (2.26)
where ck,p are unit-free constants. For each i in the first product, the values of the indices ji
and ni denote the number of time derivatives and the power of the term. Because of the dilaton
theorem, we take ji ě 1; all non-derivative dependence on the dilaton is in the exponential
prefactor. For each l in the second product we get a trace factor. Inside the trace there are ql
factors, each one a fixed power of a multiple time derivative of S. This includes the possibility
of some kl “ 0 which means no derivatives of S. This must be accompanied by ml “ 1 since
S2 “ 1. Implicit above is a sum rule that requires that the total number of derivatives is 2k`2.
We will use a notation that makes clear what are the arguments of a function X of fields.
When we write
XpA,B, ¨ ¨ ¨ q , (2.27)
we mean that X is strictly a function constructed from A,B, ¨ ¨ ¨ without including time deriva-
tives D of these functions. When we write
XptAu, tBu, ¨ ¨ ¨ q , (2.28)
with braces around the arguments, we mean X is a function of A,DA,D2A, ¨ ¨ ¨ as well as
B,DB,D2B, ¨ ¨ ¨ . Mixed types of arguments are also possible: XpA, tBuq would depend only
on A, but possibly on B,DB,D2B, ¨ ¨ ¨ . In this notation equation (2.26) would be described as
saying that
Ik,p “ α1 k
ż
dt n e´ΦXptDΦu, tSuq , (2.29)
for some choice of X.
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Our goal is now to prove that Ipkq can be brought to the form
Ik “ α1 k
ż
dt n e´ΦXpDSq . (2.30)
This means that all we can have is a product of traces of powers of DS. The proof will
proceed inductively, assuming that all terms up to Ipk´1q are of this form and then using field
redefinitions to show that the action Ipkq can be brought to this form (at the cost of changing
the actions Ik`1, Ik`2, etc., which will be taken care of in the next induction step).
To this end we use various simple theorems established in [28]:
trpSq “ trpDSq “ trpD2Sq “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ 0 . (2.31)
trppDSq2k`1q “ 0 , for k “ 0, 1, . . . . (2.32)
trpSpDSqkq “ 0 , for k “ 0, 1, . . . . (2.33)
The strategy will be to work at each order of α1. Assume that we have succeeded in casting
the action in the expected form (2.30) for I2, ¨ ¨ ¨ Ik´1. Then we are faced with bringing Ik to
the desired form. The action can be written as
I “ I0 `
k´1ÿ
p“1
Ip ` α1 k
ż
dt n e´ΦXptDφu, tSuq `Opα1 k`1q . (2.34)
We will then consider field redefinitions of the form
ΦÑ Φ` α1 kδΦ , S Ñ S ` α1 kδS . (2.35)
To see how I changes, we need only vary I0, because this will generate Opα1 kq terms that we
are interested in. The variations of I1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ik´1 generate terms of higher order that α1 k that
are not relevant, but are of the prescribed form (2.26). The variations of I0 are determined by
the field equations and take the form
δI0 “ α1 k
ż
dt n e´Φ
`
δΦEΦ ` trpδKESq
˘
with δS “ 1
2
`
δK ´ SδKS˘ . (2.36)
At each step we use these field redefinitions to remove undesirable terms from the Opα1 kq part
of the action.
We elaborate and systematize some of the derivations of [28], carefully proving several
statements that lead to the desired claim.
1. A factor D2Φ in an action can be replaced by a factor QΦ with only first derivatives.
Consider a generic such term Zk at order α
1 k as part of (2.34):
Zk “ α1 k
ż
dt n e´ΦXptDΦu, tSuqD2Φ . (2.37)
With a dilaton field redefinition equation (2.36) gives us
δI0 “ α1 k
ż
dt n e´Φ 2δΦ
`
D2Φ´ 1
2
pDΦq2 ` 1
16
tr
`pDSq2˘˘ . (2.38)
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If we choose
2δΦ “ ´XptDΦu, tSuq , (2.39)
the shift in I0 cancels Zk completely, and replaces it by
Z 1k “ α1 k
ż
dt n e´ΦXptDΦu, tSuq` 1
2
pDΦq2 ´ 1
16
tr
`pDSq2˘˘ . (2.40)
The net effect is that the following replacement is allowed in the Opα1 kq action:
D
2Φ Ñ QΦ ” 12pDΦq2 ´ 116 tr
`pDSq2˘ , (2.41)
with QΦ having only first derivatives.
2. A factor D2S in an action can be replaced by a factor QS with only first order derivatives.
Consider a generic term Zk at order α
1 k with a second derivative on S:
Zk “ α1 k
ż
dt n e´ΦXptDΦu, tSuq tr`G D2Sq , (2.42)
where G is a matrix of type GptSuq. With a field redefinition of S, equation (2.36) gives:
δI0 “ α1 k
ż
dt n e´Φ tr
“
1
4
δK
`
D
2
S ` SpDSq2 ´ pDΦqpDSq˘‰ . (2.43)
Choosing the matrix δK (which determines δS “ 1
2
pδK ´ SδKS)) to be
1
4
δK “ ´XptDΦu, tSuqG , (2.44)
and realizing that X is a scalar that can go out of the trace, it gives
δI0 “ ´α1 k
ż
dt n e´ΦXptDΦu, tSuq tr“G `D2S ` SpDSq2 ´ pDΦqpDSq˘‰ . (2.45)
This variation cancels the Zk term above and replaces it by
Z 1k “ α1 k
ż
dt n e´ΦXptDΦu, tSuq tr`Gp´SpDSq2 ` pDΦqpDSqqq . (2.46)
The net effect is that the following replacement is allowed in the Opα1 kq action:
D2S Ñ QS ” ´SpDSq2 `DΦDS , (2.47)
with QS having at most first derivatives.
3. Any action can be reduced so that it only has first time derivatives of Φ.
We already know how to eliminate terms with two derivatives on the dilaton. Suppose
we have an action with more than two derivatives of Φ. This can always be written in
the form
Zk “ α1 k
ż
dt n e´ΦXptDΦu, tSuqDp`2Φ , 0 ă p ď 2k (2.48)
where the dilaton factor to the right has more than two derivatives. Now, write Dp`2Φ “
DppD2Φq and integrate by parts the Dp, finding
Zk “ α1 k
ż
dt n p´Dqp`e´ΦX˘D2Φ , (2.49)
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suppressing the arguments of X. We can now use property 1 to eliminate the D2Φ,
replacing Zk by
Z 1k “ α1 k
ż
dt n p´Dqp`e´ΦX˘ `1
2
pDΦq2 ´ 1
16
tr pDSq2˘ . (2.50)
Now we integrate back the p derivatives of the left factor, one by one. At each step this
will generate a second-order time derivative of the second factor, but these can be reduced
to first derivatives by properties 1 and 2. We can write this formally defining a derivative
operator D¯ that acts on functions F of S,DS, and DΦ:
pD¯F qpS,DS,DΦq ” D`F pS,DS,DΦq˘ˇˇˇ
D2ΦÑQΦ,D2SÑQS
. (2.51)
The replacements here are those in (2.41) and (2.47). Note that after taking a D¯ derivative,
the result is still a function of only S,DS, and DΦ. It follows now that Zk in (2.48) is
eventually replaced by
Z2k “ α1 k
ż
dt n e´ΦXptDΦu, tSuq D¯pQΦ . (2.52)
The factor to the right ofX contains only first derivatives of Φ and at most first derivatives
of S. Because of (2.33), the factor to the right of X cannot contain S, it must be built
explicitly with DS only.
Should X above still contain factors with more than two derivatives of Φ the procedure
is carried through again for each factor. Proceeding in this way we can reduce the higher
derivative factors in Φ one by one to first order in time derivatives. This step has shown
that the most general form of the action is
Ik “ α1 k
ż
dt n e´ΦXpDΦ, tSuq . (2.53)
This means that, apart from the e´Φ factor, only first derivatives of the dilaton appear.
4. Any action can be reduced so that it only has first time derivatives of S.
Assume there is a trace factor that has a time derivative of S of degree higher than two.
Using the form of the action (2.53) we already know to be true, we write the action
separating out such a term:
Zk “ α1 k
ż
dt n e´ΦXpDΦ, tSuq trrGptSuqDp`2Ss , 0 ă p ď 2k . (2.54)
Clearly X must contain 2k ´ p derivatives, but we need not include this in the notation.
Moreover, G is a matrix built as products of S and its derivatives. Defining the matrix F
as follows:
FpDΦ, tSuq ” e´ΦXpDΦ, tSuqGptSuq , (2.55)
the action above takes the form
Zk “ α1 k
ż
dt n trrF Dp`2Ss . (2.56)
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For brevity, we do not indicate the arguments of F , which are given in (2.55). In this form
integration by parts is straightforward and folds the derivatives into F . We integrate by
parts Dp and then are allowed to replace D2S by QS , finding that Zk is replaced by
Z 1k “ α1 k
ż
dt n trr p´DqpF QSs . (2.57)
The derivatives are then folded back into QS , one at a time, at each step eliminating the
second derivatives that are generated. As explained in property 3, each p´Dq derivative
becomes a D¯ derivative and we find that Z 1k becomes
Z 1k “ α1 k
ż
dt n trrF D¯pQSs . (2.58)
Using the definition of F we now note that (2.54) has become
Z2k “ α1 k
ż
dt n e´ΦXpDΦ, tSuq trrGptSuqD¯pQSs , (2.59)
achieving the desired elimination of the higher derivative of S in terms of first derivatives
of Φ and up to first derivatives of S. This procedure can be iterated until all higher
derivatives of S are eliminated. At his point only S and DS can appear and, as explained
before, this means that only DS can appear. We have thus shown that terms of Ik,
already put in the form (2.53), can be simplified further to be set in the form
Ik “ α1 k
ż
dt n e´ΦXpDΦ,DSq . (2.60)
Each term Ik,p in such an action is written in the form
Ik,p “ α1 k
ż
dt n e´Φ pDΦqpXpDSq . (2.61)
We will now show that in fact any dilaton derivative or power of a dilaton derivative can
be eliminated!
5. Any action Ik, with k ą 1 is equivalent to one without any appearance of DΦ.
Suppose we have an action Ik with a term
Ik,p “
ż
dt n e´Φ pDΦqpXlpDSq . (2.62)
Here Xl is an arbitrary (generally multi-trace) invariant:
XlpDSq “ tr
“pDSql1‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ tr“pDSqln‰ , l “ l1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ln . (2.63)
In a moment we will need that the time derivative of this function has a simple form. As
we take a derivative we generate D2S factors within the traces. Each such factor can be
replaced by QS “ ´SpDSq2 ` DΦDS, but since traces with a single S multiplying DS
factors vanish ((2.33)), the replacement is effectively D2S Ñ DΦDS. As a result, inside
an integral representing a term in Ik, the following replacement is allowed:
DXl „ lDΦXlpDSq . (2.64)
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We begin by rewriting (2.62) with one factor of DΦ written as a derivative of e´Φ, and
then proceed to do integration by parts:
Ik,p “ ´
ż
dt nDpe´ΦqpDΦqp´1Xl
“
ż
dt n e´Φ
`pp´ 1qpDΦqp´2D2ΦXl ` pDΦqp´1DXl˘ .
(2.65)
Replacing D2Φ by QΦ and using the above evaluation of DXl we get
Ik,p „
ż
dt n e´Φ
`pp´ 1qpDΦqp´2p1
2
pDΦq2 ´ 1
16
tr pDSq2qXl ` l pDΦqpXl
˘
“
ż
dt n e´Φ
`
1
2
pp` 2l ´ 1qpDΦqpXl ´ 116pp´ 1qpDΦqp´2 tr pDSq2Xl
˘
.
(2.66)
The first term is of the same form as the original (2.62), and thus bringing it to the
left-hand side we have the equivalence
1
2
p3´ p´ 2lq
ż
dt n e´ΦpDΦqpXl “ ´ 116pp´ 1q
ż
dt n e´ΦpDΦqp´2tr pDSq2Xl , (2.67)
and thus in actions we can replace:ż
dt n e´ΦpDΦqpXlpDSq „ 1
8
´ p´ 1
p` 2l ´ 3
¯ ż
dt n e´ΦpDΦqp´2tr pDSq2XlpDSq . (2.68)
Let us note that the denominator on the right-hand side never vanishes for any case of
interest. Since the total number of derivatives in the term is p` l, for a term in an action
Ik, the denominator takes the value
pp` lq ` l ´ 3 “ 2k ` 2` l ´ 3 “ 2k ` l ´ 1 ě 1 , for k ě 1 . (2.69)
The formula can be used recursively to reduce the power of DΦ in steps of two, in each
step p decreases by two units and l increases by two units (since tr pDSq2Xl is an Xl`2
object), and at no stage will the denominator vanish. If p “ 2m is even, it follows from
(2.68) that we haveż
dt n e´ΦpDΦq2mXlpDSq „ C
ż
dt n e´Φ
“
tr pDSq2‰mXlpDSq , (2.70)
where C is a constant that is easily determined. Note also that for p “ 1 equation (2.68)
tells us that ż
dt n e´ΦDΦXlpDSq „ 0 . (2.71)
For the case l “ 1, where the prefactor in (2.68) gives zero divided by zero, the left hand
side vanishes too because trpDSq “ 0. Since the recursion relation works in steps of two
units, the vanishing of terms with a single DΦ implies thatż
dt n e´ΦpDΦq2m`1XlpDSq „ 0 . (2.72)
The formula (2.68) also applies when l “ 0 and Xl “ 1, in which case it givesż
dt n e´ΦpDΦqp „ 1
8
´p´ 1
p´ 3
¯ ż
dt n e´ΦpDΦqp´2tr pDSq2 . (2.73)
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The denominator in the prefactor only vanishes for p “ 3 which is not relevant for any
action Ik. The remarks above apply again. When p “ 2m is even, the term can be
reduced to one containing no dilaton derivatives and just rtrpDSq2sm. If p is odd, the
term vanishes because it does for p “ 1.
We have shown so far that any term Ik,p in the action Ik takes the form (2.61). Since we
have now learned that powers of derivatives of the dilaton can be eliminated completely
we have shown that any term in Ik takes the claimed form (2.30):
Ik “ α1 k
ż
dt n e´ΦXpDSq . (2.74)
While this is a great simplification, further simplification can be achieved by using redef-
initions of the lapse function nptq. We explore this next.
Lapse redefinitions
We have confirmed that up to Opd, dq covariant redefinitions of S and Φ one only needs to
consider (arbitrary powers of) first time derivatives of S and no time derivatives of Φ. Thus,
the most general action takes the following form:
I “
ż
dt n e´Φ
´
L0 ` α1 L1 ` pα1q2L2 ` pα1q3L3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨
¯
, (2.75)
where the general form of L1, L2, and L3 are:
L1 “ a1trpDSq4 ` a2 rtrpDSq2s2 ,
L2 “ b1trpDSq6 ` b2trpDSq4 tr pDSq2 ` b3rtrpDSq2s3 ,
L3 “ c1trpDSq8 ` c2rtr pDSq4s2 ` c3tr pDSq6 tr pDSq2
` c4tr pDSq4 rtr pDSq2s2 ` c5rtr pDSq2s4 .
(2.76)
We will now show that using lapse redefinitions, together with further dilaton redefinitions,
we can remove any term in the action I that has a trpDSq2 factor! This leaves, as one can see,
the first term in L1, the first term in L2, and the first two terms in L3.
As before, we work at fixed orders of α1 recursively: at each fixed order α1 k we eliminate
terms with a trpDSq2 factor by doing a redefinition of n of order α1 k that contributes through
the variation of I0. This variation was given in (2.23):
δnI0 “
ż
dt n e´Φ
´δn
n
¯´
pDΦq2 ` 1
8
trpDSq2
¯
. (2.77)
Consider now a general term in Ik,p with a trpDSq2 factor:
Ik,p “ α1 k
ż
dt n e´ΦX2kpDSq trpDSq2 . (2.78)
Here X2kpDSq denotes a term with 2k derivatives built from products of traces of powers of
DS. It does not matter if X2k has additional factors of trpDSq2, it may. We will consider a
redefinition of the form
δn
n
“ βα1 kX2kpDSq , (2.79)
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where β is a constant to be determined. The associated variation of I0 is therefore
δnI0 “ βα1 k
ż
dt n e´ΦX2kpDSq
´
pDΦq2 ` 1
8
trpDSq2
¯
. (2.80)
This counts as an additional term in the action. Note the second term in parenthesis gives
a contribution that could cancel the term in Ik,p above. The first term also does, if we use
identity (2.68) which amounts to a further dilaton redefinition. This identity with p “ 2 and
l “ 2k allows us to write:
δnI0 “ βα1 k
ż
dt n e´ΦX2kpDSq
´ 1
8p4k ´ 1q trpDSq
2 ` 1
8
trpDSq2
¯
“ βk
2p4k ´ 1qα
1 k
ż
dt n e´ΦX2kpDSqtrpDSq2 .
(2.81)
One can cancel Ik,p in (2.78) by choosing β such that
βk
2p4k´1q “ ´1. Since this can always be
done, this completes our proof that any term with a trpDSq2 factor can be set to zero.
Given this result, the most general α1 corrections up to order pα1q3 given in (2.76) can be
simplified to take the form
L1 “ a1trpDSq4 ,
L2 “ b1trpDSq6 ,
L3 “ c1trpDSq8 ` c2rtr pDSq4s2 .
(2.82)
Thus, refining the classification of [28], we find that the number of independent coefficients in
the Oppα1qkq action is given by the number of partitions of k ` 1 that do not use 1, which in
the literature is sometimes denoted by ppk ` 1, 2q. Using Euler’s generating function for the
unrestricted number ppnq of partitions of the integer n, it is easy to prove that this equals
ppk ` 1, 2q “ ppk ` 1q ´ ppkq , (2.83)
see, e.g., [33]. This proves our statement in the introduction.
3 Equations of motion and Noether charges
In this section we determine the explicit equations of motion for the special case that only single
trace invariants are included, which is, however, sufficient for the cosmological applications in
the next section. Moreover, we discuss Bianchi identities and the conserved Noether charges
corresponding to Opd, dq duality invariance.
3.1 Equations of motion
We now compute the equations of motion obtained from the action (2.3) upon including single
trace higher derivative terms. Upon setting n “ 1 this action reads
I ”
ż
dt e´Φ
´
´ 9Φ2 `
8ÿ
k“1
α1 k´1ck trp 9S2kq
¯
, (3.1)
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where we included the lowest order term in the sum, with c1 “ ´18 . The higher ck coefficients
are, of course, only partially known (e.g. c2 “ 164 for bosonic string theory, c2 “ 1128 for heterotic
string theory, and c2 “ 0 for type II string theories).
In order to derive the equation of motion for S we follow the steps reviewed in section 2.1.
The variation with respect to S of (3.1) reads
δSI “
8ÿ
k“1
α1 k´1ck
ż
dt e´Φ p2kq tr
´dδS
dt
9S
2k´1
¯
“
8ÿ
k“1
α1 k´1ck
ż
dt e´Φ p2kq tr
´ d
dt
”
δS 9S2k´1
ı
´
”
δS
d
dt
9S
2k´1
ı¯
“
8ÿ
k“1
α1 k´1ck
ż
dt e´Φ tr
´
δS p2kq
”
9Φ 9S2k´1 ´ d
dt
9S2k´1
ı¯
“
ż
dt e´Φ tr
´
δS
8ÿ
k“1
α1 k´1ckp2kq
”
9Φ 9S2k´1 ´ d
dt
9S2k´1
ı¯
,
(3.2)
where we discarded total time derivatives. The above defines FS , and therefore ES is given by
ES “ 12
8ÿ
k“1
α1 k´1ckp2kq
˜ ”
9Φ 9S2k´1 ´ d
dt
9S
2k´1
ı
´ S
”
9Φ 9S2k´1 ´ d
dt
9S
2k´1
ı
S
¸
. (3.3)
This form can be simplified by using the anti-commutativity of S and 9S:
ES “
8ÿ
k“1
α1 k´1ck k
´
2 9Φ 9S2k´1 ´ d
dt
9S
2k´1 ` S d
dt
9S
2k´1
S
¯
. (3.4)
This equation can be further simplified as follows: using S :S “ ´ :SS ´ 2 9S2, which follows by
taking the second derivative of S2 “ 1, it is straightforward to verify
S
d
dt
9S
2k´1
S “ ´ d
dt
9S
2k´1 ´ 2S 9S2k . (3.5)
Using this in (3.4), ES finally reduces to
ES “ ´2
8ÿ
k“1
α1 k´1ck k
´ d
dt
9S2k´1 ´ 9Φ 9S2k´1 ` S 9S2k
¯
. (3.6)
The equation of motion for S is ES “ 0.
In order to find the equation of motion for n we restore this dependence in the action (3.1):
I ”
ż
dt n e´Φ
´
´pDΦq2 `
8ÿ
k“1
α1 k´1ck trpDSq2k
¯
,
“
ż
dt e´Φ
´
´ 1
n
9Φ2 `
8ÿ
k“1
α1 k´1
n2k´1
ck trp 9S2kq
¯
.
(3.7)
One quickly finds by variation of n and then back to covariant notation that
I ”
ż
dt n e´Φ
δn
n
´
pDΦq2 ´
8ÿ
k“1
α1 k´1p2k ´ 1qck trppDSq2kq
¯
. (3.8)
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The object in between big parenthesis is En. It is straightforward to compute the Φ variation
of (3.1). To recapitulate let us record the general variation. Recall that ES can be used directly
in the variation (see (2.16)), and we can set n “ 1 in the En equation, too. We have
δI “
ż
dt n e´Φ
´
δΦEΦ ` tr
`
δSES
˘` δn
n
En
¯
, (3.9)
with the (off-shell) functions
EΦ ” 2:Φ´ 9Φ2 ´
8ÿ
k“1
α1 k´1ck tr
`
9S
2k
˘
,
ES ” ´2
8ÿ
k“1
α1 k´1k ck
´ d
dt
9S2k´1 ´ 9Φ 9S2k´1 ` S 9S2k
¯
,
En ” 9Φ2 ´
8ÿ
k“1
α1 k´1p2k ´ 1qck tr
`
9S2k
˘
.
(3.10)
These expressions satisfy a Bianchi identity as a consequence of time reparametrization invari-
ance of I under the field variations:
δξS “ ξ 9S , δξΦ “ ξ 9Φ , δξn “ Btpξnq . (3.11)
Specializing (3.9) to these variations and integrating by parts we then infer
0 “ δξI “
ż
dt e´Φ ξ
´
9ΦEΦ ` tr
`
9SES
˘´ eΦBt`e´ΦEn˘¯ , (3.12)
where we set n “ 1, which is legal after variation. Since the integral vanishes for arbitrary ξ
we infer the
Bianchi identity: 9Φ
`
EΦ ` En
˘` tr` 9SES˘ “ d
dt
En . (3.13)
This identity may also be verified by a direct computation using (3.10). It will be instrumental
because it implies that it is sufficient to solve the equations
EΦ ` En “ 0 , ES “ 0 , (3.14)
and to impose the lapse equation (or Hamiltonian constraint) En “ 0 only on initial data. The
lapse equation will hold for all times as a consequence of (3.13). Note that
EΦ ` En “ 2:Φ ´
8ÿ
k“1
α1 k´1p2kqck tr
`
9S2k
˘
. (3.15)
3.2 Noether charges
We will now compute the Noether charges corresponding to Opd, dq invariance. To this end we
consider the infinitesimal Opd, dq transformations that leave the action invariant and which are
given by
δτS “ τS ´ Sτ , δτΦ “ 0 , (3.16)
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where τ “ pτMN q P sopd, dq, thus satisfying
τη ` ητ t “ 0 . (3.17)
In using matrix notation we also have S “ pSMN q “ ηH with η “ pηMN q and H “ HMN . With
h “ phMN q an Opd, dq group element, we have hηht “ η and the Lie-algebra valued infinitesimal
parameter τ arises from h » 1 ` τ and thus satisfies (3.17). The transformation δτS above is
the infinitesimal version of the finite transformation S Ñ S 1 “ hSh´1, again with h » 1 ` τ .
Note that δτS “ ´S δτS S and thus the variation preserves S2 “ 1. The symmetry constraint
on S (inherited from H “ Ht) reads
Sη ´ ηSt “ 0 , (3.18)
and is also preserved under the variation δτS.
We can compute the Noether charges Q by the usual trick of promoting the symmetry
parameter to be local, τ Ñ τptq, and to compute the variation
δτ I “
ż
dt tr
`
9τQ
˘ “ ´ ż dt tr`τ 9Q˘ . (3.19)
An explicit computation of the variation of the action I in (3.1) under δτS follows quickly from
the first line on (3.2) and gives
Q “ e´Φ
8ÿ
k“1
α1 k´14 k ck S 9S2k´1 . (3.20)
Since on-shell the variation (3.19) must vanish for arbitrary functions τ , we conclude that on-
shell 9Q “ 0. Thus Q is conserved, which may also be verified by a quick computation with
(3.6), which gives 9Q “ ´2e´ΦSES , and shows that the conservation of Q is equivalent to the
equation of motion of S. Moreover, Q takes values in the Lie algebra sopd, dq as one quickly
sees that Qη ` ηQt “ 0, using (3.18) and its time derivative.
4 Friedmann equations to all orders in α1
In this section we evaluate the equations of motion (3.10) for the spatial metric set equal to a
scale factor times the Euclidean metric and with vanishing b-field. This yields the α1 corrected
Friedmann equations. In the first subsection we write the Opd, dq covariant fields in terms of
conventional cosmological variables and show that the standard (string) Friedmann equations
are recovered to zeroth order in α1. In the second subsection we give the α1 corrected equations.
In the final subsection we show how to integrate these equations to arbitrary order in α1.
4.1 Review of two-derivative equations
We now specialize to the Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric with curvature
k “ 0 and vanishing b-field: we set gij “ a2ptqδij and bij “ 0 in (2.4). Together with the
definition of the Opd, dq invariant dilaton in (2.5) we then have
Sptq “
˜
0 a2ptq
a´2ptq 0
¸
, e´Φ “ paptqqde´2φ , (4.1)
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in terms of the scale factor aptq and the scalar dilaton φptq. We next introduce the Hubble
parameter
H ” 9a
a
. (4.2)
The time derivatives of the dilaton Φ then become:
9Φ “ ´dH ` 2 9φ , :Φ “ ´d 9H ` 2:φ , (4.3)
where
9H “ ´H2 ` :a
a
. (4.4)
For the following applications it will be convenient to establish some relations for the field
Sptq and its derivatives. First, Sptq is constrained and satisfies S2 “ 1, and is hence a ‘pseudo-
complex’ structure. Amusingly, its derivative is proportional to a complex structure:
9S “ 2HJ , J ”
˜
0 a2ptq
´a´2ptq 0
¸
, J 2 “ ´1 . (4.5)
In turn, the derivative of J is proportional to S:
9J “ 2HS . (4.6)
Thus, the second time derivative of S can be expressed in terms of S and J :
:S “ 2 9HJ ` 4H2S . (4.7)
Let us now evaluate the two-derivative equations of motion following from the action I0 for
the above ansatz, with the aim to compare with the standard Friedmann equations that follow
directly from the higher dimensional action for metric and dilaton. After setting nptq “ 1 the
equations of motion of the two-derivative theory are those in (3.10), keeping only c1 “ ´18 and
setting all cką1 equal to zero:
:S ` S 9S2 ´ 9Φ 9S “ 0 , pSq
´2:Φ` 9Φ 2 ´ 1
8
tr 9S2 “ 0 , pΦq
9Φ2 ` 1
8
tr 9S2 “ 0 . pnq
(4.8)
Inserting the above expressions for S,Φ and their derivatives in terms of the scale factor, these
equations become
pd´ 1q
´
9a
a
¯2 ` :a
a
´ 2 9a
a
9φ “ 0 , pSq
dpd´ 1qH2 ´ 4 dH 9φ ` 4 9φ2 ´ 4 :φ` 2 d :a
a
“ 0 , pΦq
dpd´ 1qH2 ´ 4 dH 9φ ` 4 9φ2 “ 0 . pnq
(4.9)
Replacing the second equation by the third minus the second, we find
pd´ 1q
´
9a
a
¯2 ` :a
a
´ 2 9a
a
9φ “ 0 , pSq
´2 :φ` d :a
a
“ 0 , pnq ´ pΦq
dpd´ 1qH2 ´ 4 dH 9φ ` 4 9φ2 “ 0 . pnq
(4.10)
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Using linear combinations of the above equations, it is easy to see that they are equivalent to
the three standard (string) Friedmann equations, as for instance given in [30].
4.2 α1 corrected equations
Let us now turn to the computation of the α1 corrected Friedmann equations. We will start
from the equations in (3.10) and specialize to the FLRW ansatz with k “ 0 shown in (4.1).
Although these equations were derived only from the general single-trace action (3.1) we will
now argue that for the FLRW ansatz, and leaving the coefficients ck generic, this is in fact the
most general action.
Specifically, we will show that the inclusion of any multi-trace invariants in the action merely
renormalizes the coefficients ck. To this end note that with 9S “ 2HJ and J 2 “ ´1 we can
immediately evaluate a generic term of order α1 k´1 in the Lagrangian:
L 9 ck tr
`
9S2k
˘ “ p´1qk 22k`1 ck dH2kptq . (4.11)
Now, let us compare this with, say, a double trace term with the same order of α1:
L 9 ck,l tr
`
9S
2pk´lq˘ tr` 9S2l˘ “ ck,lp´1qk22k`1 2 d2H2kptq , (4.12)
where ck,l are new coefficients. Comparing with (4.11) we see that they coincide, except for the
overall normalization. Thus, the only effect of the inclusion of (4.12) is the renormalization
ck Ñ ck ` 2 d ck,l . (4.13)
More generally, the inclusion of any multi-trace invariant merely leads to a (d-dependent)
renormalization of the coefficients ck. (We have also verified this at the level of the equations of
motion.) Thus, it is sufficient to start with the equations (3.10) obtained from the single-trace
action.
Let us begin with the S field equation. In order to evaluate it efficiently we first collect
some relations for S and J that follow from 9S “ 2HJ and J 2 “ ´1:
S 9S
2k “ p´1qkp2Hq2kS ,
9S
2k´1 “ 9S2pk´1q 9S “ p´1qk´1p2Hq2k´1J .
(4.14)
We can then evaluate the derivative
d
dt
9S2k´1 “ p2k ´ 1qp´1qk´1p2Hq2pk´1q2 9HJ ` p´1qk´1p2Hq2kS , (4.15)
and thus compute
d
dt
9S
2k´1 ´ 9Φ 9S2k´1 ` S 9S2k “ p´1qk´1p2Hq2k´2`p2k ´ 1q2 9H ´ 9Φp2Hq˘J
“ p´1qk´122k´1“p2k ´ 1q 9HH2k´2 ´ 9ΦH2k´1‰J
“ p´1qk´122k´1
´” d
dt
´ 9Φ
ı
H2k´1
¯
J .
(4.16)
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Note that here all terms proportional to S canceled. This means that one obtains only a single
equation, not a matrix equation, as it should be, because we are looking for an equation for the
single function aptq. Writing ES “ ESJ we find
ES “ ´
8ÿ
k“1
p´α1qk´1k ck 22k
” d
dt
´ 9Φ
ı
H2k´1 ,
“ ´
” d
dt
´ 9Φ
ı 8ÿ
k“1
p´α1qk´1k ck 22kH2k´1 .
(4.17)
The last expression suggests the definition of a function fpHq of the Hubble parameter H.
Including some overall constants for future convenience we write
fpHq ” 4d
8ÿ
k“1
p´α1qk´122kk ckH2k´1 “ 16 d c1H ´ 128 dα1 c2H3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ , (4.18)
for then the equations (4.17) can simply be written as
´ d
dt
´ 9Φptq
¯
fpHq “ 0 . (4.19)
This drastic simplification of the equations can be understood as a consequence of the existence
of the Noether charges (3.20): for the FLRW ansatz Q can be seen to be
Q “ 1
2d
e´ΦptqfpHptqq
˜
´1 0
0 1
¸
. (4.20)
The conservation law 9Q “ 0 gives d
dt
pe´ΦfpHqq “ 0, which is equivalent to (4.19), as anticipated
before.
We now determine the lapse and dilaton equations from (3.10). For the lapse equation one
obtains
9Φ2 “ ´2d
8ÿ
k“1
p´α1qk´122kp2k ´ 1qckH2k “ ´ gpHq , (4.21)
where we introduced the function
gpHq ” 2d
8ÿ
k“1
p´α1qk´122kp2k ´ 1qckH2k “ 8 d c1H2 ´ α1 3 ¨ 25 d c2H4 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ . (4.22)
The dilaton equation is most conveniently written in the combination (3.14) using the lapse
equation. One finds
0 “ :Φ` 2d
8ÿ
k“1
p´α1qk´122kk ckH2k . (4.23)
On the right-hand-side we recognize a multiple of HfpHq. Thus, the above equation can also
be written as
:Φ` 1
2
HfpHq “ 0 . (4.24)
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Summarizing, the three α1-completed Friedmann equations take the form
d
dt
`
e´ΦfpHq˘ “ 0 ,
:Φ` 1
2
HfpHq “ 0 ,
9Φ2 ` gpHq “ 0 ,
(4.25)
in terms of the functions fpHq and gpHq defined in (4.18) and (4.22):
fpHq “ 4d
8ÿ
k“1
p´α1qk´1 22k k ckH2k´1 “ ´2dH `Opα1q ,
gpHq “ 2d
8ÿ
k“1
p´α1qk´122kp2k´ 1qckH2k “ ´dH2 ` Opα1q .
(4.26)
These definitions show that f and g are in fact closely related. One readily verifies that
g1pHq “ Hf 1pHq , (4.27)
where 1 denotes differentiation w.r.t. H.
Let us discuss briefly some general properties of its solutions. First, as expected, they are
invariant under the duality transformation aÑ 1
a
. Indeed, under this transformation
H Ñ ´H , ΦÑ Φ , fpHq Ñ ´fpHq , gpHq Ñ gpHq , (4.28)
which leaves the equations (4.25) invariant. Thus, for any given solution aptq there is a ‘dual’
solution a˜ptq ” 1{aptq.
Equations (4.25) are also invariant under time reversal t Ñ ´t. For a given solution aptq,
Φptq, there is the time-reversed solution a˜ptq ” ap´tq, Φ˜ptq ” Φp´tq, with H˜ptq “ ´Hp´tq.
4.3 Perturbative solutions
We now discuss how to solve the α1-corrected Friedmann equations (4.25) perturbatively in α1.
To this end it is convenient to introduce the variable Ω as an exponential of the dilaton Φ:
Ω ” e´Φ . (4.29)
Using the derivatives 9Ω “ ´ 9ΦΩ and :Ω “ p´:Φ` 9Φ2qΩ, and taking the difference of the second
and third equations in (4.25), the set of equations become:
X ” d
dt
pΩfpHqq “ 0 ,
Y ” :Ω´ hpHqΩ “ 0 ,
Z ” 9Ω2 ` gpHqΩ2 “ 0 ,
(4.30)
where, for later use, they have been labeled X,Y,Z, and we defined the function hpHq:
hpHq ” 1
2
HfpHq ´ gpHq “ ´2d
8ÿ
k“2
p´α1qk´122kpk ´ 1qckH2k “ α1 25 d c2H4 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ . (4.31)
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Note that h, in contrast to f and g, vanishes to zeroth order in α1, which will be crucial for our
subsequent perturbative construction. It will also be crucial to recall that there is one Bianchi
identity among the three equations, c.f. (3.13). For the functions defined in (4.30) the Bianchi
identity takes the form
dZ
dt
“ H ΩX ` 2 9Ω Y . (4.32)
This is easily verified directly by differentiation recalling that g1pHq “ Hf 1pHq.
We will now show how to solve these equations, perturbatively in α1, by expanding
Ωptq “ Ω0ptq ` α1Ω1ptq ` pα1q2Ω2ptq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
Hptq “ H0ptq ` α1H1ptq ` pα1q2H2ptq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ .
(4.33)
The subscripts in these quantities denote the power of α1 that accompanies them in the expan-
sion. The first equation, X “ 0, is the Noether conservation, solved once and for all by
fpHptqq “ qΩ´1ptq , (4.34)
with q a number, proportional to the Noether charge Q (see (4.20)). The question arises
whether integration constants such as q have to be treated also as expansions in α1 by writing
q “ q0 ` α1q1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ . This depends on how we set out to solve the differential equations. If
we pose initial conditions, say by specifying Ωp0q and 9Ωp0q, then we have to determine all
integration constants in terms of these initial data, in which case the value of q, for example,
does get α1 corrected. Here, however, we will follow a different prescription that simplifies
the analysis. Instead of formulating an explicit initial value problem we introduce integration
constants whenever necessary, but allow ourselves the freedom to set integration constants to
zero whose only effect is to ‘renormalize’ constants that are already present. As long as these
previously introduced integration constants are completely general, this procedure does not
entail a loss of generality. Then there is no need for α1 expansions of parameters such as q.
We now show how to iteratively solve the above equations to any desired order in α1. Since
hpHq starts at order α1, to lowest order Y “ 0 implies
:Ω0ptq “ 0 ñ Ω0ptq “ γpt´ t0q , (4.35)
which we solved in terms of two integration constants γ, t0. Then, from the expansion of fpHq
and (4.34),
fpHq ” 16 d c1H0 “ q 1
γpt´ t0q ñ H0ptq “ ´
q
2 d γ
1
t´ t0 , (4.36)
where we used the universal c1 “ ´18 . The last equation of (4.30), Z “ 0, can now be used to
to zeroth order in α1 to establish a relation between q and the other parameters:
0 “ 9Ω20 ` gpHqΩ20 “ γ2 ´ dH20 ptqγ2pt´ t0q2 “ γ2 ´
q2
4d
, (4.37)
and thus
q “ ˘2
?
d |γ| . (4.38)
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The solutions are then summarized by
H0ptq “ ¯ sgnpγq?
d
1
t´ t0 , Ω0ptq “ γpt´ t0q . (4.39)
This is the complete solution to zeroth order in α1 that is well-defined for t ą t0. Before turning
to next order, let us express this solution in terms of standard variables. From the definition
Hptq “ d
dt
lnpaptqq we obtain by integration
lnpaptqq “ ¯ sgnpγq?
d
lnpt´ t0q ` const. (4.40)
and thus
aptq “ A pt´ t0q¯ sgnpγq
1?
d , (4.41)
where A is a new integration constant. For the scalar dilaton this yields with (4.1)
e´2φ “ paptqq´de´Φ “ paptqq´d Ω0 9 pt´ t0q1˘sgnpγq
?
d . (4.42)
This solution is well-known in the literature, see eqs. (4.1)–(4.4) in [29], which, for d “ 25 and
the special case that all radii are equal, reduce to (4.41), (4.42) for γ ă 0. See also [34] for
first-order α1 corrections. (The relation to our results is more difficult to establish due to the
ambiguity in field variables and their truncation to four derivatives.)
Let us now turn to the solutions of first order in α1. To this order, the equation Y “ 0
implies
α1 :Ω1 “ hpHqΩ0 “ dpα1 25c2H40 ptqqΩ0 “ α1 d 25c2
1
d2
1
pt´ t0q4 γ pt´ t0q , (4.43)
and so we need to solve
:Ω1 “ c2 25 γ
d
1
pt´ t0q3 . (4.44)
This can be integrated immediately:
Ω1ptq “ c2 24 γ
d
1
t´ t0 ` b1t` b2 , (4.45)
where b1, b2 are integration constants. Looking back at the zeroth-order solution (4.39) we infer
that these effectively ‘renormalize’ the previous integration constants γ, t0. Thus, without loss
of generality we can set b1 “ b2 “ 0:
Ω1ptq “ 2
4c2γ
d
1
t´ t0 . (4.46)
Next, we have to determine H1ptq. To this end we use (4.34) and expand to first order in α1:
fpHq “ qΩ´1 “ qΩ´10
`
1` α1 Ω´10 Ω1
˘´1 “ q ´Ω´10 ´ α1 Ω1Ω20
¯
, (4.47)
which then has to be matched to the definition of f expanded to the same order,
fpHq “ 16 d c1H ´ 128 dα1 c2H3 “ 16 d c1H0 ` 16 dα1
`
c1H1 ´ 8 c2H30 q . (4.48)
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Thus, to first order in α1 we have to solve
´ q
16 d
Ω1
Ω20
“ c1H1 ´ 8 c2H30 . (4.49)
Using (4.39) and (4.46) this can be solved for H1,
H1ptq “ ˘ 80 sgnpγq c2
d3{2
1
pt´ t0q3 . (4.50)
Given the way we have set up the computation, the Z “ 0 equation now needs to be satisfied
identically, for we have no free parameters left to fix by this equation. An explicit computation
to first order in α1 shows that Z “ 0 is indeed satisfied.
More generally, it is clear that the iterative procedure of solving the equations can be
continued to arbitrary orders as follows. Consider first the equation Y “ 0, setting equal the
terms that are of order α1 k:
α1 k :Ωk “ phpHqΩqk . (4.51)
Suppose we have solved for Ω0, . . . ,Ωk´1, as well as for H0, . . . ,Hk´1. Since hpHq starts at
order α1, the right-hand side only involves Ωi’s and Hi’s that are already determined. Thus :Ωk
is determined and we can directly integrate twice to determine Ωk. This gives two integration
constants as in (4.45), but as before these just renormalize γ, t0 and so we set them to zero.
With Ω0, . . . ,Ωk now determined we next use the equation X “ 0 in the form (4.34) in order
to determine Hk, which completes the next iteration step. Upon following the structural de-
pendence on the time-dependent factor pt´ t0q in this computation one may in fact verify that
the perturbative solutions take the form
Hptq “ h0 1
t´ t0 ` α
1 h1
1
pt´ t0q3 ` α
1 2 h2
1
pt´ t0q5 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
Ωptq “ ω0pt´ t0q ` α1 ω1 1
t´ t0 ` α
1 2 ω2
1
pt´ t0q3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
(4.52)
where hn and ωn are time-independent coefficients, which can in principle be expressed in terms
of the cn, as done above for the first two. Finally, it remains to prove that the Z “ 0 equation
is automatically satisfied. To this end we first note that the above expansions of H and Ω
in (4.52) determine the time-dependence of Z “ 9Ω2 ` gpHqΩ2 to be of the form:
Zptq “ z0 ` α1z1 1pt´ t0q2 ` α
1 2z2
1
pt´ t0q4 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ , (4.53)
where the zi are time-independent parameters. Now, since we have satisfied X “ Y “ 0 in
finding (4.52), the Bianchi identity (4.32) implies that Z does not depend on time, so actually
z1 “ z2 “ . . . “ 0. Therefore, Zptq “ z0, but since we fixed parameters in (4.37) so that z0 “ 0
we have established Z “ 0 to all orders in α1.
We close this section with a few remarks. The above solutions (4.52) seem to suggest that
the perturbative expansion breaks down in the high curvature region, since the terms become
more and more singular as t Ñ t0. However, it is conceivable that the entire series converges
to a regular function (as, for instance, e
´ 1
t´t0 is regular at t Ñ t0 although every term in its
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power series diverges). Moreover, for late times t the solutions seem to imply that H is driven
to zero and thus to Minkowski space, but this of course may change once matter contributions
are included. In any case, it is important to investigate the possible non-perturbative solutions,
to which we turn in the next section.2
5 Non-perturbative solutions
In this section we discuss a few aspects of possible solutions that are non-perturbative in α1.
In the first subsection we solve the initial-value formulation for the general equations derived
above, for generic functions fpHq and gpHq. In the second subsection we give conditions on
the functions fpHq and gpHq so that the resulting theory permits de Sitter vacua.
5.1 Initial-value formulation
Let us now show how to obtain the general solution given initial conditions at time t “ 0 of the
form:
Ωp0q “ ω , 9Ωp0q “ 1?
α1
γ . (5.1)
Note that since Ω “ e´Φ is unit free, ω and γ are unit-free constants. Our strategy will be to
solve the first and last equations in (4.30),
X ” d
dt
pΩfpHqq “ 0 ,
Z ” 9Ω2 ` gpHqΩ2 “ 0 .
(5.2)
The equation Y “ 0 will then hold due to the Bianchi identity (4.32),
dZ
dt
“ H ΩX ` 2 9Ω Y , (5.3)
assuming 9Ω ­“ 0 as we will do from now on. The case 9Ω “ 0 will be treated separately and is a
bit singular.
Let us first see that the initial conditions fix the value Hp0q of the Hubble parameter at
t “ 0. For this consider the second equation in (5.2) which at t “ 0 gives
α1gpHp0qq “ ´ γ
2
ω2
. (5.4)
Note that we could pass to a new function g˜ defined so that
α1gpHq “ g˜p
?
α1Hq “ ´dp
?
α1Hq2 ` O`p?α1Hq4˘ , (5.5)
which is a unit-free function of the unit-free argument
?
α1H. The equation (5.4) then becomes
g˜p
?
α1Hp0qq “ ´ γ
2
ω2
. (5.6)
2We thank Robert Brandenberger and Jean-Luc Lehners for discussions on these points.
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The possible values of Hp0q are the roots of this equation. In this way Ωp0q and 9Ωp0q have
determined Hp0q up to a discrete ambiguity. Equation (5.5) makes it clear that we can always
solve perturbatively for Hp0q but, of course, it could be that non-perturbatively there are no
solutions.
Now that we have the initial value of H we use the X “ 0 equation to solve for 9Ω{Ω as a
function of H:
9Ω
Ω
“ ´ f
1pHq
fpHq
9H . (5.7)
The Z “ 0 equation can be rewritten as
9Ω
Ω
“ ˘
a
´gpHq . (5.8)
The last two equations imply
f 1pHq
fpHq
9H “ ¯
a
´gpHq , (5.9)
which can be rewritten as
f 1pHqdH
fpHqa´gpHq “ ¯dt . (5.10)
Integrating from t “ 0 to t then givesż Hptq
Hp0q
f 1pHqdH
fpHqa´gpHq “ ¯t . (5.11)
This is a complete solution. If the integral is done by finding a W pHq such that
dW pHq “ f
1pHqdH
fpHqa´gpHq “ ´ 2HfpHqd
a
´gpHq , (5.12)
where the second form follows by g1 “ Hf 1, c.f. (4.27), the solution is of the form
W pHptqq ´W pHp0qq “ ¯t . (5.13)
This implicitly determines H as a function of t. The value of Ωptq now follows from the X “ 0
equation in that
Ωptq “ q
fpHptqq “ ω
fpHp0qq
fpHptqq , (5.14)
where in the second step the constant of the motion q was evaluated using the initial condition
Ωp0q “ ω and the value of Hp0q.
Consider now the somewhat singular case of vanishing 9Ω. If 9Ω ” 0 for all t the Z “ 0
equation implies gpHq “ 0, which fixes Hptq to be a constant equal to a zero of g. We will
consider this case in the next subsection. If t “ 0 is the only time for which 9Ω “ 0 then this
fixes the initial condition for H.
5.2 Non-perturbative de Sitter solutions
We now turn to a discussion of possible de Sitter solutions. To this end consider the dS metric
ds2 “ ´dt2 ` e2H0tdx2 , (5.15)
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leading to the scale factor aptq “ eH0t, with H “ H0 ‰ 0 constant. Consider the Friedmann
equations (4.25) copied here for convenience:
d
dt
`
e´ΦfpHq˘ “ 0 ,
:Φ` 1
2
HfpHq “ 0 ,
9Φ2 ` gpHq “ 0 .
(5.16)
With H constant, the first equation then implies that Φ is also constant:
9Φ “ 0 Ñ Φ “ const. (5.17)
Since H0 ‰ 0 the second equation implies the vanishing of fpH0q and the third the vanishing
of gpH0q:
fpH0q “ 0 , gpH0q “ 0 . (5.18)
Note that while the two functions fpHq and gpHq are different, fpHq determines gpHq via the
relations g1pHq “ Hf 1pHq and gp0q “ 0. In the two-derivative approximation fpH0q “ ´2dH0
(see (4.26)) and therefore the only solution is H0 “ 0, which is not of interest.
There are, however, non-perturbative dS solutions consistent with duality. That is, as we
demonstrate below, there exist functions fpHq such that dS solutions exist. To find a solution
to (5.18) we integrate the relation g1pHq “ Hf 1pHq to find:
gpHq “ HfpHq ´
ż H
0
fpH 1qdH 1 , (5.19)
where we used gp0q “ 0, as required by the definition of g. To get a vanishing gpH0q when
fpH0q “ 0 we need that the integral of fpHq from zero to H0 vanishes. This, for example,
happens at the non-vanishing zeroes of the sine function. More explicitly, we take
fpHq ” ´ 2d?
α1
sin
`?
α1H
˘ “ ´2d 8ÿ
k“1
p´α1qk´1 1p2k ´ 1q!H
2k´1 . (5.20)
This fpHq “ ´2 dH ` Opα1q is consistent with the known two-derivative theory. From the
definition (4.18) it is clear that there are coefficients ck so that this holds (in fact ck “ ´ 1p2k!q22k ).
With (5.19) we then get
gpHq “ ´2d
α1
´?
α1H sin
`?
α1H
˘` cos `?α1H˘´ 1¯ . (5.21)
We now see that fpH0q “ gpH0q “ 0 is satisfied for
?
α1H0 “ 2pin , n P Z, n ‰ 0 . (5.22)
This is a discrete infinity of dS solutions.
Although (5.20) is surely not the function arising in any string theory, the actual functions
could have the properties required in order to lead to dS vacua in string frame. The conditions
for this to happen can be stated more concisely as follows. Instead of fpHq we consider its
integral
F pHq ”
ż H
0
fpH 1qdH 1 “ 4d
8ÿ
k“1
p´α1qk´1 22k´1 ckH2k , (5.23)
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where the evaluation used the expansion (4.26) of fpHq. Then, from (5.19), we have that gpHq
is given by:
gpHq “ HF 1pHq ´ F pHq . (5.24)
We now infer that if there is an H0 ‰ 0 so that F and its first derivative vanish at this point,
F pH0q “ F 1pH0q “ 0 , (5.25)
then H0 is a zero both of f and g and hence the theory permits dS solutions. The conditions
above require F to attain value zero at maxima or minima. Such functions are easily con-
structed, as we will show below. Since the leading term in fpHq is fixed by the two-derivative
theory, we also have F pHq “ ´dH2 `Opα1q.
Let us emphasize that the dS solutions discussed above are non-perturbative in α1: they
are not constructed from a solution of the two-derivative equations which is then α1-corrected.
The complete series of all α1 corrections needs to be used in order to obtain a solution.
We demonstrated that the two-derivative theory does not have dS solutions. The inclusion
of the leading α1 corrections does not change this. But with suitable order α1 2 corrections,
dS solutions appear. This corresponds to fpHq „ H ` α1H3 ` α1 2H5, and therefore F pHq „
H2 ` α1H4 ` α1 2H6. It is simple to see that this happens for
F pHq “ ´dH2p1´ γ2α1H2q2 , (5.26)
where γ is an arbitrary constant. The solution here is
?
α1H0 “ ˘1{γ. Such solutions, however
curious, cannot be trusted in string theory, which carries an infinite number of α1 corrections.
A reliable solution should either solve the two-derivative equations (and then be corrected
perturbatively) or be non-perturbative in α1.
A general class of functions F pHq admitting dS solutions is easily obtained. For a polynomial
wpxq the condition wpx0q “ 0 means that wpxq “ px´ x0qupxq, where upxq is another polyno-
mial. The additional condition w1px0q “ 0 implies that upx0q “ 0 and thus wpxq “ px´x0q2vpxq
for some polynomial vpxq. While F pHq is an infinite series in H2, not a polynomial, the above
remarks show how to produce consistent solutions. A general class of F pHq with possible dS
Hubble parameters ˘Hp1q0 , . . . ,˘Hpkq0 takes the form
F pHq “ ´dH2
´
1`
8ÿ
p“1
dpα
1 pH2p
¯ kź
i“1
ˆ
1´
´ H
H
piq
0
¯2˙2
. (5.27)
The first factor in parenthesis is an arbitrary series in H2 with leading term equal to one.
We close with a few general remarks on the possible dS solutions. First, they are most likely
insufficient as phenomenologically viable models, because the natural values of the cosmological
constant Λ „ 1{α1 obtained by this mechanism are many orders of magnitude too large. This
is the cosmological constant problem. Second, they are dS solutions in string frame, while the
match with the observable dark energy is conventionally done in Einstein frame. We will now
discuss some aspects of the Einstein-frame equations.3
3We thank M. Gasperini and G. Veneziano for explanations on how to relate the two frames.
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Denoting the Einstein frame metric by Gµν , the required Weyl rescaling reads
Gµν “ e´
4φ
D´2gµν , D “ d` 1 , (5.28)
which implies for the Einstein frame scale factor aEptq “ e´
2
d´1φptqaptq. Thus, the Einstein
frame Hubble parameter reads
HE ” 9aEptq
aEptq “ ´
2
d´ 1
9φ`H “ ´ 1
d´ 1p
9Φ`Hq , (5.29)
where we used the relation (4.3) between dilaton derivatives:
2 9φ “ 9Φ` dH . (5.30)
We next have to recall that the Weyl rescaling (5.28) implies
G00 “ e´
4φ
D´2 g00 “ ´e´
4φ
D´2 , (5.31)
since we have set g00 “ ´n2 “ ´1. To identify a de Sitter solution in the standard form (5.15)
we need G00 “ ´1, and hence we need to reparameterize time. Let t1ptq be a time such that
G100pt1q “ ´1 and thus
G00ptqdt2 “ G100pt1qdt12 “ ´dt12 Ñ e´
2φ
d´1dt “ dt1 . (5.32)
This redefinition has no effect on the gij components of the metric other than reparametrizing
the time dependence, so we have
a1Ept1q “ aEptpt1qq . (5.33)
Therefore the Hubble parameter of the solution in Einstein frame with coordinates pt1, xiq is
H 1Ept1q “
1
a1Ept1q
da1Ept1q
dt1
“ dt
dt1
¨ 1
aEptq
daEptq
dt
“ e 2φd´1HEptpt1qq
“ ´e 2φd´1 1
d´ 1p
9Φ`Hq ,
(5.34)
where we used HEptq computed in (5.29). On the right-hand side dot is a t-derivative and all
terms are evaluated at tpt1q. Since e2φ “ paptqqdeΦ, we then have
H 1Ept1q “ ´paptqq
d
d´1 e
Φ
d´1
1
d´ 1p
9Φ`Hq . (5.35)
Our solutions with 9Φ “ 0 and H “ H0 would lead to a time-dependent H 1E through the scale
factor aptq „ eH0t. Thus, these solutions do not lead to dS vacua in Einstein frame.
The general condition for dS vacua in Einstein frame is d
dt1H
1
Ept1q “ 0 and thus, by the chain
rule, that the right-hand side of (5.34) or (5.35) is independent of t. We have not investigated
the general problem whether there are solutions with this property, but as an illustration for
the usefulness of this framework we present a simple no-go result: there are no dS solutions in
Einstein frame with constant dilaton φ. To this end we observe that 9φ “ 0 implies with (5.30)
that 9Φ “ ´dH, which with (5.34) yields
H 1Ept1ptqq “ e
2φ
d´1Hptq . (5.36)
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Since we assume φ to be constant, H 1E is constant if and only if H is constant. With H constant,
however, we are back to our previous analysis of dS vacua in string frame, where we concluded
that the Friedmann equations (5.16) imply 9Φ “ 0 and hence, recalling 9Φ “ ´dH, that H “ 0,
leading to H 1E “ 0 and flat space in Einstein frame. This proves that there are no dS vacua in
Einstein frame with constant φ.
6 Conclusions and Outlook
In this paper we have discussed, to all orders in α1, the most general duality-invariant spacetime
actions for a metric, b-field and dilaton that depend only on time. This allowed us to study
some generic features for cosmological backgrounds when all α1 corrections are included. In
particular, we discussed solutions such as de Sitter vacua that are non-perturbative in α1. We
close with a list of natural follow-up projects and open problems:
• The cosmological backgrounds investigated here involved only a single scale factor aptq in
addition to the dilaton. In general it should be straightforward to include independent
‘rolling radii’ in different dimensions, as analyzed to lowest order in α1 long ago [29].
Moreover, it would be important to include a b-field. Qualitatively new phenomena may
appear in this case.
• Eventually it would be crucial to arrive at (semi-)realistic cosmological solutions. In
particular, one has to make sure that the string coupling given by the dilaton, which here
is generally time-dependent, does not become too large, for otherwise the classical string
theory can no longer be trusted. Moreover, matter fields should be included in a duality
covariant fashion, as in [2].
• An important challenge for any theory of quantum gravity is to show how the big-bang
singularity could be resolved. One possibility is that the higher-derivative α1-corrections
of classical string theory could resolve the initial singularity, leading to a pre-big-bang
phase that is smoothly connected to the post-big-bang phase [34]. With the framework
developed here it should be possible to investigate whether this is possible in principle.
• In our classification of higher derivative terms, field redefinitions at each order in α1 allowed
us to eliminate any terms in which the field S had more than one time derivative or the
field Φ had any number of derivatives. How general is this phenomenon in time-dependent
field dynamics?
• Arguably a central problem is to determine for each string theory the free coefficients
defining F pHq, which determines the functions fpHq and gpHq that appear in the α1-
complete Friedmann equations. Perhaps the significantly simplified set-up developed here
will suggest a viable strategy.
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